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Abstract
Multivariate networks are complex data structures, which are ubiquitous in many application domains. Driven by a real-world problem, namely the movement behavior of citizens in Vienna, we designed and implemented a Visual Analytics (VA) approach to ease citizen behavior analyses over time and space. We used a dataset of citizens’ movement behavior to, from, or within Vienna from 2007 to 2018, provided by Vienna’s city. To tackle the complexity of time, space, and other moving people’s attributes, we follow a data-user-tasks design approach to support urban developers. We qualitatively evaluated our VA approach with five experts coming from the field of VA and one non-expert. The evaluation illustrated the importance of task-specific visualization and interaction techniques to support users’ decision-making and insights. We elaborate on our findings and suggest potential future works to the field.

CCS Concepts
• Data → time-oriented, multivariate, geospatial, flow events;

1. Introduction
Open government data initiatives worldwide offer a vast amount of data on various topics. Complex datasets make it possible to construct more accurate models of real-world situations. These models enable people to acquire a deeper understanding of the relations between the data’s facts. For these reasons, it is getting harder and harder to retrieve meaning or even finding important insights within this fast-growing complexity and the sheer amount of data. Since data visualizations tools support people to solve tasks in a very effective and illustrative way, taking insights from complex data re-
lutions is also getting more difficult. The key is to interact with the data using visual representation. This empowers users to explore and understand it.

Vienna’s city provides the dataset on which our approach is based, precisely the department MA 23 (“Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Statistik”) [MA2]. It contains statistics and movement data of citizens of Vienna gathered by Statistik Austria [Sta]. Our approach’s key challenges are (1) designing appropriate visualization and interaction techniques to provide insight into a complex multivariate, spatial network that changes over time and (2) evaluating our VA approach properly. The design process is carried out based on the three cornerstones of the design triangle [MA14], data, users, and tasks. We implemented it using web technology, precisely, a combination of React [Rea] and D3.js [D3J]. Thus, our main contributions are:

- We tackle a real-world problem of city migration movements and iteratively designed a VA approach to support and improve decision-making on city planning.
- We evaluated our approach in a task-based qualitative user study with five domain experts and one non-expert collecting strengths and weaknesses.

2. Related Work

Movement Domain: Ko et al. [KAW*14] explore multivariate networks within the logistic domain. Its visual representations named as Petal and Thread allow network exploration and are focused on anomaly detection of movement data. Adrienko et al. [AAB*13] analyze different movement data visualization techniques and provides open challenges. They conclude that little has been done concerning multi-scaling space and time, which we tackle in our work by allowing district and sub-districts analysis. Chen et al. [CGW15] introduce the basic concept and pipeline of traffic data visualization. This survey discuss different data processing techniques and summarizes the state of the art for depicting the spatial, temporal, categorical, and numerical features of traffic data.

Network Topology: visualizing the topology and the changes in a network is an important task. Detailed studies of the structural change of a network can be found in Kerren et al. [KPW14] as well as Nobre et al. [NSML19]. Due to these networks’ size, structure, and complexity, it is almost impossible to visualize everything at once while providing the insight we strive for. Therefore, an interactive approach is needed to let the user explore different angles of the data. Kerren et al. [KPW14] categorize different interaction techniques on three levels.

Design Principles: Jenny et al. [JSM*18] identify design principles to foster readability and avoid visual clutter. Based on user studies, they analyze the effectiveness of different design choices of the edges. Curved lines are preferable to straight lines because the viewers had a lower error rate when answering the questions in maps with curved lines. While sharp lines to some extent outperform arrowheads [HVF11], the following disadvantages of sharp lines are: Long lines present a smaller gradient than short lines, therefore, they are resulting in different ambiguous gradients; gradients of thin lines are hard to see; and the direction of incoming flows is hard to be identified due to the very thin end or outgoing edge. Another approach to minimize visual clutter is presented by Holten [Hol06]. Edge bundling reduces visual clutter when applying to a geographic map layout (see Flight Connections in [Hil]). In contrast to the discussed methods, OD-Maps [WDS10] does not use the map as the main visualization component but abstracts the areas into a grid of equally sized cells. It offers an alternative view of extensive datasets, but the exact location, size, and shape properties are lost due to the grid’s abstraction. Boyandin et al. [BBBL] present Flowstrates, a unique interactive approach to analyze the change over time of the flow volume. It uses two separate maps to display the origin’s geographic location and destination.

3. Problem Definition

In this section, we define the requirements for our prototype by characterizing the cornerstones of the Data-Users-Tasks-Design triangle described in the work of Miksch et al. [MA14].

Data. The dataset consists of real-world movement of people who immigrated to, emigrated from, or changed their residency within Vienna from the years 2007 to 2018. The source and target regions in the movement data are divided into 250 sub-districts of Vienna and two regions for movement from/to the rest of Austria and from/to Abroad. Furthermore, the movement data contains information about the moving people. Users. The targeted group consists of employees of Vienna, respectively, the department of the city development. Tasks. The high-level tasks, which reflect the motivation of the users [AMST11] for our approach, are: (i) Understanding the migration to and in Vienna, (ii) analyzing changes over time, (iii) evaluating the impact of events (e.g., refugee crisis), (iv) analyzing specific data features, and (v) finding patterns (over time). These five tasks are refined into Requirements in Section 3.1.

3.1. Requirements

The findings in defining the cornerstones of the data-user-tasks design triangle leads us to the main requirements of our approach:

R1: District and sub-districts geo distribution. (i,iii) It is required to visualize the data within the different scale of spatial representation of Vienna: district and sub-districts. This leads to many possible advantages, like observing the distance of movement and neighbourhood relations. R2: Detailed view of districts. (i,iv) The user can select a specific district or sub-district to see details, visualizing every aspect of the data at once. Therefore, to avoid distraction by the visual clutter, we allow for zooming into the data. The zoom feature enables nodes’ detailed analysis showing data aspects that the overview may not present. R3: Movement. (i,iii,iv) The system shows the movement data. The migration flow, represented by the edges connecting the nodes in the network, has to be presented visually. This feature enables the user to observe patterns of movement and the intensity of the relations between the areas. R4: Temporal analysis. (i,iii,iv,v) The user can select a specific time period. This feature enables the user to observe the migration flow in a particular time frame and may correlate it to events. It plays a significant role in analyzing the city’s migration flow. R5: Immigration rate. (i,iii,v) Observing the immigration of a specific district enables the user to understand where people are moving to...
the selected district. This may gain insight about the composition of a district. R6: Emigration rate. (i,iii,iv) Observing the emigration of a specific district enables the user to understand where they are moving. This feature may gain insight to certain events that may have caused intense emigration or correlation patterns with other districts. R7: Internal migration. (i,iv,v) Observing the migration flow within a selected district enables the user to understand a district’s stability. If there was no movement at all, this attribute might indicate people’s satisfaction within a district. R8: Geopolitical entities. (i,iii,iv) The system enables to filter by geopolitical entities. E.g., observing the migration flow of certain countries of birth allows insight into various attributes about the districts, like clustering or diversity.

4. Design and Implementation

To fulfill the defined requirements and tasks, we chose various VA techniques to leverage their strengths. Each of the selected elements is linked to the requirements that they satisfy. In this section, we are referring to labels A to F in Figure 1.

4.1. Composition and Layout

The visualization layout comprises various views, which fulfill a specific need to gain insight into the complex migration flows and their different data attributes. Each of these sections is part of a grid layout to arrange the various components.

General Filter (A) allows selecting the mode and filtering the migration data. It also allows the selections and filters control the granularity for showing either districts or sub-districts; the information encoding of the nodes (color/size) and edges (direction/limit); the countries of birth of the migration data; and the number of edges (shown in the main visualization components).

Main Visualization (B), shows one of two available Node-Link-Layouts, depending on the mode the user has selected. In the Exploration Mode (B1), the migration data is presented as a geographical map of Vienna. It has many advantages over, e.g., a tabular representation like an adjacency matrix. The user benefits from the geographical attributes, observing actual distances, neighborhood relations, and geographical clusters. Another advantage over a tabular layout is that a geographical representation is very well known to humans. We opt for an arrowhead at the target’s endpoint. The exact position from which an edge starts or terminates is a crucial visual aspect. In (sub-)districts, where a lot of edges originate or terminate, visual clutter can be too high other edges may cover the arrowheads. Therefore, we introduce a circular buffer, offset from the district’s center. According to the line’s angle (based on [JSM+18]), the circle’s border represents the position on which edges are starting from or terminating at. In the Analysis Mode (B2) the user can observe the relationship between districts disregarding their geographical position, displayed as a Force-Directed-Node-Link-Layout. This mode avoids potential visual clutter from the Exploration Mode and supports different tasks. Three use cases are: (1) finding the migration correlation between sub-districts, (2) identification of most important immigration node for people born in the same country, and (3) the clustering of nodes. Instead of a node-link approach, we considered using a combination of semantic substrate design [AS07] and treemap. However, the big amount of sub-districts overloaded the method.

Statistics View (C) shows a summary of the currently displayed mode as well as statistical values about the data selection and different aspects of the data aggregation.

Timeline (D) acts as selection tool for the desired time period. The user may choose a single year or a longer period ranging from 2007 to 2018. To fulfill requirements R2 and R4, it is necessary to enable the user to drill down into the data by selecting a specific period of interest.

Special Filter Board (E) allows further filtering of the time series data regarding the selected (sub-)district’s immigration or emigration. Based on the selected district or sub-district, the user can show and hide data of the following migration types: immigration, emigration, and inherent migration.

Time Series Data Component (F1-3) allows exploring the movement of a selected period of interest and shows the change over time for various aspects. It consists of three different time series visualizations that alternate between exploring and analyzing: (F1) migration by area over time, (F2) migration by country of birth over time, and (F3) total migration over time. Migration by area over time (F1) shows the temporal relation of the movement to or from the other areas as a multiple line graph. For each selection related district a line is plotted along with the time instants on the x-Axis, showing the change over time of the flow amount for this relation y-Axis. The color coding is: blue encodes the inherent (migration within the selected area), red encodes the emigration (outgoing), and green encodes the immigration (incoming). Migration by country of birth over time (F2) helps to understand the cultural diversity of an area of interest and may support the user, e.g., developing tailored integration strategies. A parallel coordinates graph satisfies the migration flow’s multivariate attributes. The dimensions of this parallel coordinates graph are the different countries or geopolitical entities and the temporal dimension. It can also be used to understand events, like the refugee crises in 2015 and 2016. Total migration over time (F3). The third time-series visualization shows a simple grouped bar chart, displaying the sum of people who immigrated, people who emigrated, and people who moved within the region for each time instant. In this view, the user can compare each migration type’s volume within a year or observe trends over time.

Interaction is a vital component of VA [Shn96]. We already introduced interactions on the Visual-structure level (Selection of areas) and the Data level (Filtering the data). The following methods describe interactions on the View level. Cross-highlighting, It is important to cross-reference certain entities (nodes and edges) to preserve the mental model throughout the whole visualization. We chose to apply the concept of cross-highlighting to the main visualization components as well as to the time-series visualization. Tooltip. Every view consists of many visual entities (nodes, edges, bars) that have different attributes attached to them. If the user is interested in one entity, the attached attributes should be displayed by Hovering. Zoom. The main visualization components show a lot of complex information. Zooming into the diagrams changes
the viewpoint and enlarges the interesting area in a “details-on-demand” [Shn03] fashion.

5. Evaluation

In the evaluation phase, the implemented visualization prototype was evaluated against the requirements defined in Section 3.1. The evaluation of techniques in the field VA is a challenging task. Heuristic evaluation is a common approach to identifying problems in the usability of a user interface. The evaluators rate the UI based on a defined set of established usability principles. The works of Zuk et al. [ZC06] and Forsell et al. [FJ10] argue that heuristic evaluation produces useful results even if the evaluators are less experienced in the domain. ICE-T [WAM+19] also shows positive results from evaluations oriented to visualization experts as evaluators. Moreover, visualization experts have critical technical value. According to these scientific findings, we decided to use visualization experts as evaluators.

The visualization is assessed by five visualization experts and one UI expert, who work on a series of questions. They had to answer if the defined tasks (T1 to T11 is listed in the supplementary material) can be achieved, which reflect the main achievements. Each task to conduct the evaluation was two hours. Each evaluator was able to solve all the given tasks.

Table 1: Task-Requirement mapping. The tasks T1 - T11 are explained in the supplementary material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>R1, R2, R4, R5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>R1, R2, R4, R5, R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>R1, R2, R3, R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>R1, R2, R3, R4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>R1, R2, R4, R5, R8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Identified strengths

Throughout the evaluation sessions, the evaluators highlighted strengths of the chosen design.

Interactivity. The combination of filtering, selecting, hovering, and cross-highlighting supported the evaluators to gain insights. Three evaluators explicitly mentioned the option to change the number of edges as an important tool to control the map’s visual clutter and readability. Map design. The evaluators highlighted the efficiency of analyzing network flows with this visualization design paired with the interaction techniques. Furthermore, all evaluators mentioned the familiarity which lies within the utilization of geographic maps. Force layout. In contrast to the Map layout, this visualization was utilized heavily by only two evaluators. The other four evaluators took the Force directed layout as a valuable addition to the map but mentioned that the map layout is adequate enough to do an intense analysis of migration patterns or even cluster identification. Time series data component. The evaluators utilized all three time-series data components. Depending on the task, they explored and analyzed the relationships between districts in the line chart, the change over time of geopolitical entity movement in the parallel coordinates graph, and the change over time of the bar chart’s total movement intensity.

5.2. Identified Weaknesses and Future Work

By combining our approach’s insights and the evaluators’ discussion, we define potential features to leverage the analysis process.

Data extension. Due to the network’s multivariate aspects, it is possible to extend the data by adding more attributes to either nodes or edges. One interesting example for extending node’s attributes could be cross-referencing the migration data with the districts’ housing prices. Other attributes could be the densities of public transport, educational or health care institutions. Moreover, visual map overlays could support the extra dimensions understanding.

Data aggregation. Adding a lot of attributes to the network increases complexity. One approach to diminish this complexity is to apply Dimensionality Reduction techniques. Time-Curves [BSH+16] is a lucid example applying such a technique. Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) or Principal component analysis could reduce the data dimensions for further analysis, as described in the work of Aigner et al. [AMST11]. The results of Dimensionality Reduction could be used for the Force directed graph layout or feed data to new visualizations.

Saving filter settings, defining presets. The option to save a specific filter setting and refer to it later on in a comparison task can speed up the analysis and exploration process. There could also be predefined settings to show migration patterns for specific events, e.g., the 2015 refugee crisis.

6. Conclusion

We presented a VA approach to explore and analyze a spatial, multivariate network over time. The target audiences in this work were the city developers. Applying the design triangle’s structured methodology, we efficiently identified the fundamental requirements that guided our approach’s design, development, and evaluation. This combination proved to be very effective and amplified the expressiveness of the data. Six evaluators were able to gain insight into the internal and external migration of residents in Vienna. Moreover, we discussed and suggested future works based on the identified strengths and weaknesses.
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